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YONDER PRODUCT AND PRACTICE: 

Drottninghög, a post WW2 large-scale housing 

estate in Helsingborg, Sweden focuses on spatial 

tactics, figures and motifs of onder as a wa  

of re-imagining post 2 large-scale housing 

estates  specificall  in terms of change over 

time and influence b  use   refer to the notion 

of onder as introduced b  novelist and social 

critic iri ustvedt in her investigations of images 

of memor  and place  nd further, drawing on 

situated knowledge, the idea of onder in this 

text specificall  engages uestions of site-bound 

spatial products and practices in examples from 

fieldwork research  o, this text is less a paper and 

more a speculative reflection on what continuous 

change ma  mean to architecture and planning  

 father once asked me if  knew where onder 

was   said  thought onder was another word for 

there  e smiled and said, o, onder is between 

here and there  uring m  father s brief expla-

nation of the meaning of onder, and ever  time 

ve thought of it since, a landscape appears in 

m  mind   am standing at the crest of a small hill 

looking down into an open valle  where there is a 

single tree, and be ond it lies the hori on defined 

b  a series of low mountains or hills  nce 

ou arrive at onder tree, it becomes here and 

recedes forever into that imaginar  hori on  (1)

iri ustvedt

State of change 

n  plans for transformation of the extensive large-

scale housing estates from the 1960- 0s neces-

saril  involve existing buildings, roads, cables, 

trees and bus routes etc. along with local residents 

who live and plan their futures in these estates. 

Working with existing buildings for extended use 

is recognised as a more carbon efficient alterna-

tive to demolition and new build(2).  But there are 

needs and demands to re-think the social implica-

tions of transformation and how spatial products 

and practices can better attain residents’ engage-

ment, appreciation and care for what was, is, 

and what is to come. Architectural critique of the 

welfare states’ housing projects must address not 

only the beautiful promises for the common good, 

delivered partly through housing for all in the post 

WW2 era, but also how this housing has been 

and will be inhabited and maintained over time. 

I borrow Hustvedt’s notion of yonder that, as the 

quote above shows, concerns both the tangible, 

static and measurable (the crest of a small hill) 

and uncertain possibilities that motivate change 

(yonder tree). In her works, Hustvedt employs a 

focused ambiguity to question the relationship 

between arts and science,(3)    whereas I borrow 

her unsettling notion of yonder place to ponder the 

state of change in spatial practices and products.

Mainstream and/or marginal 

‘More like a weather map than an atlas, my 

cartographies mutate and change, going with the 

flow while sta ing grounded

Rosi Braidotti

Now, it is probably fair to generalize that spatial 

practitioners in our paradigm of transformation 

are expected to address a very broad frame of 

reference. They refer often in the same project 
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practices and products? These practices and 

products would like yonder consist of both quan-

tifiable and predictable real stuff (a given site, 

instructions for work, mone , time schedules, 

visualisations, materials etc ) and uncertain imag-

inations (of inhabitation, weather, values etc )  or 

this purpose,  seek to exemplif  how the notion 

of onder can be instrumental to discuss mass-

housing, not as fixed financial or political products 

of certain times, but as open-ended products and 

practices  

The situated yonder should be read in line with 

proposals for the democratisation of architec-

ture put forward since the 1950’s as critiques of 

the modernist concept of space  he modernist 

space-concept defined according to aul rankl 

as smooth flow of space through the whole, 

which is conceived as a part of a larger, endless 

space’ ( )  had changed the morphological image 

of the cit  from a cit  of architectural ob ects to 

an organised model of production  ventuall  

this model influenced the technocratic spatial 

planning and architecture of the post-war era with 

its  endless  spaces flowing between housing 

blocks, shops and institutions  n large-scale 

housing estates such open spaces were planned 

for flexible and creative inhabitation, but we often 

find that these open spaces proved harder to 

inhabit than predicted  nd criti ues of the abstract 

ideas of space that the modernist model evoked 

were introduced through new concepts e g  the 

found’ 6), terrain vague , ( ) vague space , ( ) unk 

space ,(9) slack space ,(10) the creative user ,(11)   

‘weak place’(12) and so forth   considerations 

into onder products and practices agrees with 

to economic and legal demands, to political and 

personal will, to use, to technical demands, to 

policy, heritage, global frameworks, to science, 

to weather and wear, to poetry and use etc. So, 

rather than arguing for certain styles, preferences 

or ideal expressions, I am interested in meeting 

the challenge of continuous transformation of the 

built environment by embracing such necessary 

shifting perspectives. 

he figure of the nomadic sub ect  (4)  that feminist 

philosopher Rosi Braidotti has put forward may be 

a fine model to underpin this en uir  into d namic 

and open-ended products and practices. The 

empirical accounts that follow further on in this 

text apply such situated, particular and located 

positions to architectural ways of knowing. With 

raidotti in mind,  uestion how marginal posi-

tions in planning and architecture concerned with 

inhabitation over time – with cartographies that 

mutate and change – can be brought to destabi-

li e and activate the atlas  mode of mainstream 

practice and products.

onder is a shifter , a word that shifts and move 

with the speaker, and as Hustved tells us, you can 

never find ourself onder  he word signifies a 

place in movement. In contrast, normative profes-

sional frameworks for architecture and planning 

outline work in a linear time. Industrialised produc-

tion lines organise work stage by stage to control 

and ensure agile and efficient deliver  of build-

ings, infrastructures, landscapes, delimitation of 

development sites and so on. But what if we as 

part of this static grasp of architectural/planning 

practice were to incorporate relational, site-bound 
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these critiques that the production of space is 

not reserved for the architect and planner or for 

a form that can be given to a phenomenon, thing 

or material. However, to remove experts’ authority 

over space may not necessarily involve removing 

ways of mainstream atlas-based practice. Instead 

the fixed position conventionall  assigned to oper-

ations of mainstream practice can be challenged 

and destabilised by complementary motifs and 

tactics as Hustvedts’ crest of a small hill suggests 

and as I sketch out in the two portraits below. 

The portraits are based on formal analysis and 

fieldwork research that included ualitative inter-

views with residents and planners in a Swedish 

housing estate, Drottninghög.(13)  The form given 

to the empirical accounts accumulated during this 

fieldwork are inspired b  anthropologist aniel 

Miller’s ethnographic portraits.(14)  In the research, 

I deliberately sought an optimistic gaze in order to 

look for particular possibilities in spatial planning 

that deals with questions of individuals’ care 

and use over time and that include the creativity 

residents bring to the places they live in. Now, I 

use the portraits as means to map yonder prac-

tices and products across modes of mainstream 

practice, i.e. extent of site or typology, as well 

as in peripheral modes of practice. These may 

consider lived experiences, for example, the 

ramblings of an elderly man, when valuing archi-

tectural space. Each portrait’s narrative is seen as 

a whole that captures spatial and material dimen-

sions as well as tactics of architect, planners and/

or inhabitants, yet, they are merely parts of bigger 

complex narratives.

PORTRAIT l

Every day, Mr A. walks his dogs on the estate. 

He says: ‘People don’t really talk to each other 

any longer. Now that I have got the dogs, I speak 

to other dog owners, but people without dogs, 

they don’t talk to other people. I can walk here 

and meet hundreds of people and yes, some say 

’hi’, others don’t say ’hi’.’ Mr A wants to take me 

on a stroll through the entire estate. We meet in 

a community room in a basement of one of the 

medium rise blocks. From here, he points to his 

flat  over there,  have a roof over m  head and 

a place to sleep  he explains, the flats  are not of 

great standard’.  We pass one of the green areas 

between the blocks of flats  e describes that ou 

can walk on all the green areas. You cannot dig in 

the ground and stuff, but other than that there are 

no particular rules. Anyone can use it,’ he says, 

‘but not many of us Swedish people use these 

areas. But the immigrants do. You can see over 

there, a big area of grass  here ou can find 20 

immigrants barbequing and eating, for instance. 

Us Swedes, we sit behind the curtains.’ 

With the earth, grass, barbecue and the inter-

national atmosphere in mind, we continue the 

walk. He guides me along the rear of the school, 

while he describes that people always complain 

about the youth, even if they do not really disturb 

anyone.  From there we walk to the town square.  

The bakery opens early at six. From the bakery it 

is only a short walk to ”Styrkoteket,” a resident run 

fitness centre in another converted basement  r 

A volunteers here and he also comes to exercise. 

On the way there, we move along paths and 
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Figure 1:  In 1965 the Swedish government set a goal to construct one million new dwellings over a 
ten-year period in the report Höjd Bostadsstandard (Statens Offentliga Uttredningar 1965:32). In this 
famously named Million Programme, there was an emphasis on raising living standards by means of 
coordinated planning and construction of new districts according to a set of norms for new larger dwell-
ings and for communal amenities and infrastructures such as paths, roads and parking spaces, shops, 
laundry facilities, and play. On Mr A’s walk across Drottninghög estate, one of the Million Programme 
estates, he traces a personal island-like world by describing particular places that refer to different dis-
trict components outlined in the report.
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and use value is capable of dominating exchange 

and exchange value.’ (15)

Henri Lefebvre 

hen  first met planner-architect (m  trans-

lation of the Swedish job title planarkitekt) 

atarina arlsson, she worked for it  ouncil 

of elsingborg on the transformation of the large-

scale housing estate Drottninghög. Carlsson 

has now moved on in her career, but between 

2010-1  she was co-responsible for a number 

of outcomes within the interdisciplinar  pro ect 

entitled DrottningH including the local develop-

ment plan (planprogram), detailed development 

plans (detaljplaner) and dialogues with resi-

dents and local stakeholders including the main 

propert  owner  the municipal housing associa-

tion Helsinborgshem AB. 

The overall aims for this ongoing project are to 

better integrate the housing area into the cit  of 

Helsingborg on principles of economic, ecological 

and social sustainabilit (16)  arl  on in the devel-

opment process, that is projected to last at least 

20 ears, arlsson s role was to reveal values 

of the existing estate, because as she describes 

‘the management of Helsingborgshem did not see 

these values.’ (1 )  oda , the estate s green struc-

ture and the path s stem are considered to be 

ke  primar  structures of both the original master-

plan and in the current plans for transformation 

that make use of and extend these structures b  

opening, linking and densif ing  (18)

Circulation space was central to  modernist 

planning manifestos from Ebernezer Howards’ 

through green spaces, but he does not describe 

these spaces; he talks instead about destina-

tions that we have already passed or will reach 

later. We carry on through the park and along the 

blocks of flats on our wa  back to the communit  

room  n the wa , he points out the kindergarten, 

the tennis court, the lido and south facing balco-

nies   laces that are special and memorable to 

him  ther residents have also described that 

they like the kindergarten and the lido. What he 

likes most these da s is sunbathing  e looks 

forward to enjoying the sun in the garden of the 

new flat he is about to move into in alhem, the 

neighbouring estate. 

 

The walk is purposely choreographed to repli-

cate one of r s dail  rambles with the dogs  

r s route marks a series of porous situations 

 it reads like a weather  map   et, he sta s 

within the ‘atlas’-like cartographic extent of site 

marked b  the roads surrounding the estate  nd, 

he diligentl  guides me through the entire estate 

 a blueprint of the illion rogramme estate 

including a local town square, institutions and 

recreational space. In other words, Mr A’s person-

all  guided tour confirms the orthodox  of post 

2 modernism  and it surprises b  revealing 

site-bound situations in converted basement 

rooms and sunn  locations

PORTRAIT II

‘[In] the street, and enabled by it, a group of 

inhabitants can manifest itself and appropriate the 

street, they can achieve an appropriated space-

time  ven one such appropriation shows that use 
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Figure 2: Space of potential. Illustration by author.
In the transformation of Drottninghög the planners address different scales. The estate at large is broken 
into smaller areas separating new development sites from clusters of buildings that will be renovated.  
New streets are introduced through the originally traffic separated estate  and at a more detailed le el 
guides direct building design, e.g. setting specific re uirements for the ground oors of new buildings.
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experienced space to the distanced gaze of the 

masterplan in a way where circulation space is 

both seen as primary structure and as secondary 

function such as ‘meeting spaces or new public 

interiors’.(20)  Carlsson explains: ‘I think, you can do 

a lot using [secondary functions], if you acknowl-

edge it as a tool.’ The new plans outline develop-

ment sites and new streets into and across the 

estate – breaking the ‘island’ – but nevertheless 

aim to densify by complementing rather than over-

writing the existing physical structures. Carlsson 

says ’we have considered planning at an overall 

level and kept to this way of operating, rather 

than addressing specific points  n other words, 

she describes that the secondary functions – that 

importantly motivate the decision-making behind 

the new masterplan – are not formalised at this 

stage in this masterplan. This is foremost due to 

the decision-making processes, that leave detailed 

decisions to be taken by the housing association 

at a later stage. ‘Nevertheless’, she points out, ‘I 

think, that in the example of the street, it is a case 

of thinking about this as a meeting place. It is an 

attempt of making the street visible as a space 

of potential and not just something bad. A street 

could become a good meeting place depending 

on how it is configured

Now, a few years on, the detailed plans [detalj-

plan] for redevelopment of Drottninghög’s 

shopping square [centrum] draw on these initial 

observations and specif  that the ground floor of 

new buildings facing streets and squares must 

have entrances, openings, lighting and variation 

in order to enhance a sense of security.(21)   In 

the dialogues that Carlsson and her colleagues 

Garden City of Tomorrow and CIAM’s Athens’ 

Charter to the detailed building norms and 

standards of the Swedish Million Programme. 

Historically streets had come to be seen as 

overcrowded spaces that produce poverty and 

squalor. The reformist planning agendas sought 

to do away with this mess by establishing catego-

ries for private and public functions in allocated 

architectural zones. However, the doing away with 

the appropriated space of streets was to the detri-

ment of local communities as noticed by promi-

nent critical thinkers such as Henri Lefebvre, who 

saw the street as a space that can and should 

support everydayness and social reproductive 

processes. 

Today, the re-planning of Drottninghög retains 

these contradictory approaches to the street, but 

this time b  combining the principles of traffic 

separation and streets. New streets are proposed 

to create links to the surrounding city; to create 

social relationships in a lively street scape, 

but they are also seen as a means to integrate 

new housing developments necessary to raise 

capital for renovation of the existing housing 

stock. Looking closely, Carlsson observes that 

the existing primary circulation spaces have 

been appreciated by residents: ‘The potential 

of the path system is not evident in the master-

plan, but it is obvious in the built environment.’ 

She refers to oral histories, dialogues with resi-

dents, satisfaction studies etc.  that demonstrate 

how paths and open space have been appropri-

ated over time – both positively through residents’ 

planting, barbeque areas etc. and negatively 

through vandalism etc.(19)  She links this gaze on 
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various stakeholders now ‘understand the values 

in the existing structure, both the buildings and 

green structure,’ they choose instead to densify 

along the perimeter of the estate, on the central 

shopping squares and along new streets creating 

links across the estate. This long-term perspec-

tive builds on an understanding of social capital.  

Carlsson explains: ‘Today it is quite a different 

situation, where you actually understand that we 

have residents living here. There are several resi-

dents, who have lived here since the late 60s […] 

If you look at the city in its entirety, then we need 

places, where those people who cannot afford to 

live elsewhere, can afford living. Otherwise we 

would be pushing these people around. I think, it 

is important to understand the bigger perspective. 

But economy is a major issue to address. How do 

we make feasible plans for [the housing associa-

tion]? This is not a discussion that I as planner 

am part of. Well, I guess we all take part in the 

discussion, but the client, Helsingborgshem holds 

the economic responsibility and mandate. To 

elsingborgshem,  still think, it is difficult but  if 

we don t break the social structure, we will [in the 

long term] have saved a lot of money. All these 

social networks and the security.’ (23)

Importantly, Carlsson’s planning practice shows 

potential to both extend and expand beyond the 

limitations of professional frameworks. Whilst her 

main task may be to determine new circulation 

spaces, development sites etc., the peripheral 

by-products of the planner-architect’s work have 

a rippling effect on our very notion of the social. 

Carlsson is modest and aware of her limited 

concrete influence  he describes that mainstream 

have with local residents, they uncover impor-

tant intangible findings  determining what creates 

local pride and sense of security in a street, and 

whilst these use-values are difficult to incorpo-

rate at the level of masterplanning (22) such issues 

continue to inspire and establish local qualities 

and potential in the more peripheral modes of 

planning. Through collaborative processes the 

findings are eventuall  fed into the detailed plans 

that instruct links between primary structures 

and secondary functions on the estate. In these 

plans, the street is combined with components 

such as private entrances to define the character, 

or sense, of the street typology. The planning 

instruction for the street refer to dialogues of 

earlier planning stages, and, throughout this 

process, information is passed between various 

actors over time. Inspired by Hustvedt, the activi-

ties, memories and imaginations occurring in the 

margin of formal planning over time and across 

scales may be considered as a kind of focused 

ambiguit  blurring fixed categories of each work 

stage through images of inhabitation. In other 

words, the ‘thinking’ of the practicing planner is 

collaboratively carried through the work stages 

and frameworks of decision-making over time and 

across scales. 

But the practitioners wondering, musing and 

sounding also expand be ond responsibilities of 

planners at an  time  arlsson reflects on how the 

housing association, Helsingborgshem, shifts their 

priorities over time in line with changing notions of 

sustainabilit  he explains that elsingborgshem 

initially had planned to demolish if not all, then 

large parts of the estate. But, because the 
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caring acts and experiences. Deamer asserts that 

‘creativity in architecture rests not on an ever-

expanding categorical inclusion of form-making 

but rather on an imaginative approach to problem 

solving.’(26)  Pervasively, she writes, architectural 

work concerns ‘not how to do things right but how 

to find the right things to do (27)     With this she 

calls for a more fair and responsible organisation 

of the profession at large; and in view of this my 

question focuses on how architects and planners 

become knowing subjects through practice and, in 

particular, in regards to the challenges presented 

in transformation of mass-housing. 

In this social context, yonder is instrumental to 

consider the work that goes into producing knowl-

edge for works such as buildings, landscapes and 

cities. As we see in the case of Drottninghög, work 

includes technical information for planning and 

construction such as masterplans and detailed 

development plans; calculations of volumes and 

economic estimates in dialogues with devel-

opers; communication with stakeholders and 

citizens; as well as creation of value, meaning and 

desires  he state loans that first subsidised this 

housing have been paid off; and political times 

have shifted. In Sweden, the neoliberal shift has 

resulted in profit-driven, traumatic and violent 

displacement as the typical answer to contempo-

rary large-scale renovation processes of Million 

Programme housing.(28)    The need for renova-

tion is foremost guided by technical and environ-

mental standards, yet social measures are taken 

against tenants, who are blamed for lowering 

property value through their alleged misbehavior.

(29)    It is crucial to underline that the optimistic 

practice delimits and is limiting due to its tools and 

frameworks, but she demonstrates that ‘thinking’ 

and ‘taking part in the discussion’ can contribute 

to change in neighbourhood planning. 

Yonder product and practice

The modest insight into the spatial practices and 

products of DrottningH/ Drottninghög given here 

confirms mainstream atlas  like practice and 

products; and it gives the contours of a ‘weather 

map’ where experiences, thoughts and imagina-

tions (vaguely) impact decisions taken further 

along. 

et me first expand on the terms product and 

practice in the context of production of knowledge 

as opposed to a production of objects. Architect 

and theoretician Peggy Deamer argues in a 

Marxian line of thought for architectural practice 

as labour of  knowledge production by seeing 

architects  work not as a finite moment in a  chain 

of production  but  implicated in both immediate 

and deferred ways at every stage of the build-

ing’s existence.’(24)  The stance here, is a broader 

and more far reaching practice that acknowl-

edges and confers upon architecture the role of 

societal agency, not merely to provide service 

to society. In line with this idea, my speculations 

on yonder product and practice are underpinned 

by ideas for the production of social space.(25)   

Social space is continuously produced and repro-

duced societal cultural space that include indi-

viduals’ social activities but also the composite 

space of planners and architects. Social produc-

tion processes include subjective imaginations, 
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and politics that are also on the move. Carlssons’ 

work both results in a masterplan here and now 

to give form to spatial processes; and it caringly 

and imaginativel  fluctuates in the margins where 

it engages in spatial processes with others such 

as residents’ experiences. 

‘Nomadic thought engages with the present not 

oppositionall  but rather affirmativel  and does so 

not out of acquiescence but rather out of the prag-

matic conviction that the conditions that engender 

qualitative shifts will not emerge dialectically from 

a direct and violent confrontation with the present. 

They can only be actualised as praxis from condi-

tions that are not there yet: they are virtual, that 

is to say, they need to be counteractualised, 

created, and brought about in a collective effort. 

The productive engagement with the present 

engenders sustainable futures’.(30)  

In line with nomadic thought, yonder practice 

can be seen as positive and differentiated mode 

of working into and through established profes-

sional frameworks. Braidotti’s point of becoming 

is a movement led b  desire and affirmation  his 

energised and creative call for action and praxis 

not from a single position but from multiple posi-

tions is relational and directed from the outside. 

Figurations, Braidotti argues, are ways of situ-

ating and framing positioning and practices that 

produce multiple creative counterimages of 

the subject. In the portraits I show this, say, by 

following Mr A as father / dog owner / pensioner/ 

shopper  fitness club volunteer  white male 

Swedish / and sun loving man. In each of these 

positions, he contributes differently to the estate’s 

processes that I investigate in Drottninghög are 

also challenged by such market speculation and 

social stigma.  In the midst of these complex chal-

lenges, I stress the importance of the architect 

and planner as active, situated subjects who are 

collectively and critically engaged in knowing and 

caring about residents’ memories, imaginations 

and social relationships in their housing. 

Knowledge that is situated, embodied and local-

ised interacts with and enters the production 

of social space in the midst of things. Such an 

approach to architectural practice implies new 

meanings to the relationship between expert and 

user. Architects’ and planners’ ways of knowing 

use and users can in this sense not be answered 

solely through universal measures such as norms 

and guidelines for building and planning or by 

meeting other outside demands. The situated 

architect and planner embodies creative and 

artistic imagination; empathy; power; a duty of 

care; and critical agency as she sets the condi-

tions for collective work. The critical and concep-

tual concepts developed by postmodern feminism 

can in the context of architecture and planning 

open for other approaches to practices that refuse 

singular answers or ends  raidotti s figure of the 

nomadic subject shows us ways of knowing that 

are spatially conditioned by movement in a time 

continuum that activates and questions the forms 

and functions of spatial processes. As both Mr 

A’s and planner-architect Carlsson’s engagement 

with Drottninghög shows us, the focus of knowing 

cannot be located in a single point. Rather it moves 

through various locations and in dialogue with and 

in relation to memories, imaginations, economies, 
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many community spaces that he is part of ‘here’ 

and remembers and imagines ‘there.’ The same 

estate is differently described by planner-architect 

Carlsson, who from her positions as planner-archi-

tect/educator/ dialogue partner/caring citizen/ and 

white Swedish woman frames spaces of socio-

economic balances  ever da  pleasure  financial 

profit  urban links and so forth  hese figurations 

denote specific political, professional and histor-

ical locations  ituated practice that acknowl-

edges such nomadic location may offer the 

ambiguous room for doubt necessary for imagin-

ings across the compartementalised work stages 

of architecture and planning  hinking alongside 

Braidotti, yonder wobbles and shifts and so does 

the ambiguous preposition ‘sense of ownership’. 

In a minority-mode, this particular sense of space 

can nuance stigma and make rights visible  

DrottningH is a project that spans 20 years and, 

as Carlsson shows, social, environmental and 

economic concerns are learned and commu-

nicated gradually. The masterplan was crucial 

to the post-war era’s universal programme for 

welfare  and it is a crucial tool in toda s profit-

focused societ  o, the masterplan can make 

visible systemic targets. Through the notion of 

yonder, the masterplan may be considered as a 

means to critically intervene with and negotiate 

systemic layers. However, Carlsson shows us 

that to read, support and intervene in dialogue 

with citi ens  and stakeholders  memories, imag-

inings and actions also demands different kinds 

of knowledge than what can be grasped through 

the distanced gaze of the masterplan at a certain 

time. And, the common critique of the masterplan 

document is indeed that it excludes planners’ 

close-up sensibility and empathy. But as Carlsson 

describes, she moves through her work spatially 

and temporally across scales; and across the 

time-line of the project. In these open-ended 

processes, the masterplan, along with the other 

products of planning, inform a search for the ‘right 

thing to do.’ The problem is when these planning 

documents are mistaken for ‘things that are right’. 

A masterplan is not a neighbourhood. Yonder 

products and practice define space not as a fixed 

concept, akin rankl s modernist definition or as 

exchange commodity, but rather as open-ended 

processes. The prepositional, shifting character 

of yonder potentially invites interdisciplinary inter-

ference with the fixed work stages and tools of 

the architectural/ planning work stages. But, the 

purpose of space as process is not to refuse 

design expertise. It is rather to ensure continued 

lateral influence from the complex situations that 

this expertise supports throughout the long time-

spans of work  onder denies fixit , et embraces 

the focused and delimited tasks at hand. 

‘When you read, you see. The images aren’t 

manufactured with effort. They simply appear to 

you through the experience of the text and are 

rarely questioned. The pictures conjured are 

enough to push you forward and are to a large 

extent, I think, like my image of the word yonder. 

They serve a function. And like the picture I carry 

with me  the  are not full  fleshed out (31)    

Architectural ways of imagining images set off 

many different motions not just those that are 

translated into objects. Architectural products, 
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sion’, as Carlsson reminds us, that challenges 
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 Yonder product and practice is a plea for doubting, 

nuancing and pushing forward the social question 

in slow transformation of post WW2 large-scale 

housing estates. 

General Notes:

he drawings that illustrate this text are memos used 

in the research processes to note informants’ on-site 

descriptions. Ethnographic-architectural ways of 

knowing that underpins this research is supported by 
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